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Chairman, Board of Regents, INSTITUTE STAFF , Especially Marimar– Faculty – ALL 
ATTENDEES and our special guest (Including My Mom & step Dad, Kate’s MOM and Sister, 
Brad’s wife and two little girls) 

WW IOM Do for you?  

Hopefully you have noticed the red bracelets that the 2010 graduating class has been wearing all 
week (Special thanks to Jackie A) – there a complimentary band (Which will be given to you as 
you leave tonight) that is our gift to you – a reminder to you – WW IOM do for ME?  You get 
out what you put in………what are you willing to give?  Let me tell you about the Class of 2010 
and our Four Years Together! 

Madison is a beautiful city and we have created many memories – some we can share – some we 
will not! We have had a lot of great times with a lot Fun Times.    We learned what spotted cows 
were – how fun it was to get lost on the way home from the union - Samba’s and Takara’s fun 
times. 

How about the box wine couple or the Pauli experience at the Union.  The karaoke & buffet at 
Johnny O’s, or the great meals and stolen moments at the restaurants and bars, where friendships 
were formed – and don’t forget the Gelato’s and the Bacon!  

We know that these friendships, both personally & professionally will last well beyond our time 
together at Institute.  We Southerners were taken right in by the Northerners and even brought in 
those West Coast folks!  There truly is a Northern Hospitality and not just Southern Hospitality. 

WE learned that the rain will fall, the wind will blow and the sirens will blow. 

Our first year during the Sunday evening reception – we had the Unvisited Badger Band playing 
on the balcony of the top of the Fluno – This is where I first met Arie -- Now, I don’t consider 
myself shy, but after all, I didn’t know a soul – there was Arie –leading the fight song along 
Band ~ before I knew it - she had me clapping and cheering along with her ~ and the fun times 
began!  THEN the tornado siren began to ring and the Institute staff told us to take the stairs and 
leave to safety –the first year immediately left their beverages and began down the stairs – while 
the third and fourth year was grabbing one for the road --  Everything was fine and we went back 
to the party – Unfortunately – Thursday weather wasn’t any nicer and we skipped breaks so we 
could dismiss early – but it was too late -- several people were stranded at the airport (My mother 
lives in Chicago and I was going to stop by when my cell phone rang and Jackie A was stranded 
in O’Hare and ask how close I was and could she catch a ride back to Arkansas)  Oh, let’s not 
forget the fire alarm w here we all had to leave the building  = luckily there was not fire – it was 
detonated with dust caused by the construction. 

Our second year it rained again – and rained and rained and rained!  Flooding many areas and 
causing the dam to break at the Wisconsin dells – our class tried to organize a sand bag effort but 
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unfortunately could not connect with the right people in the area to find an assignment – But I 
think you all will agree with me ~ this story tells each of you how thoughtful and giving our 
class – a true reflection of our character (right Deb?) I am so proud to be a part of this class. 

Our third year- the year the Chamber class and Association class merged together – GOD saw 
this and said “THIS IS GOOD” and there has been no major weather problems since!!   

Many of you don’t understand the dedication and commitment of my fellow classmates – we 
actually had two members who became unemployed recently and had to dig into their own 
pockets to attend this year’s institute. BUT they knew institute was THAT important. One 
member opened her home and invited a fellow member to stay with her to help save cost. 
Another member organized a class scholarship to help a classmate attend IOM when her 
organization budget was not going to allow her to join us.  We also joined together to offer 
another scholarship for next year.  The Traveling Jacket you see before you traveled the Midwest 
as it went to each of our offices, where we signed it, pinned it and sent it on to the next 
classmate.  We will put the Jacket on the silent auction tonight to raise funds for the scholarship.  
OUR class – has heart and soul! 

Advisors –How do you thank your advisors?  This is the one area that the two classes couldn’t 
agree – we each thought we had the VERY BEST! Thank you to each of you – you made 
Institute become a wonderful experience for each of us! Mark – thanks for making our 4th year 
PERFECT.   

Instructors – I know I speak for the entire group – I hope our paths meet again – Each of you 
made an impact in our lives and have been the collaborative force that will skyrocket us into our 
professional careers – thank you for sharing your knowledge!  

Now for the CLASS of 2010 

These wonderful ladies and gentlemen you see before you are dedicated to their profession – 
dedicated to each other and an asset to our industry.  I invite you to watch the video that Joie has 
prepared with the help of Sean gathering all the data!  THANK YOU JOIE AND SEAN.  

VIDEO 

You know the high level of professionalism that our instructors project – hopefully, you have 
witnessed the advantage of networking with your peers, and I know you have enjoyed the fun 
activities and the beauty of Madison.  WW IOM do for you – It will bring you knowledge and 
confidence in making advancements in your local organization – IT will develop friendships 
with top leaders in your field that will allow you instant access to a wealth of knowledge and 
experience – that is just a phone call away.  IT will bring you a sense of accomplishment – 
knowing the time and devotion you gave to your career.   
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On a personal note, I am known as the guy who’s not too serious, But if I may say, I have been 
touched by these classmates --  They were there for me when I had medical issues – they even 
made ME get serious and even choked up.  Stay the course – make lasting friends and finish your 
IOM – I LOVE YOU GUYS!  

I challenge each of you in this room – take our gift home to your organization and place it where 
you can see it daily – think of what IOM has done – Maybe it will remind you of ONE new tool 
you learned at Institute that you can implement -- maybe it will remind you to share your IOM 
experience with someone – encourage them to attend this wonderful program and mentor them 
along the way.  To my graduation class - Thank you – for the wonderful friendships, the 
exchange of knowledge, and the passion that you have shown!   


